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1 zodi = 
density of solar
zodiacal cloud
Debris dust: not just a noise!










• Goal: look at terrestrial 
planetary zone
– Dust thermal emission 
? infrared
– Need high angular
resolution
• 1 AU at 20 pc ? 50 mas
• 50 mas ? ~20m baseline
• Principle: nulling 
interferometry





























• 4/π2 × (λ/b/θ?)2 ~ 10−4
– Instrumental leakage
• Due to turbulence
• Thermal background
– Sky and optical train
– Dominant from ground
• Exozodiacal disc


















Input parameters (from 2006)
• Atmosphere
– Above ground layer
– Seeing = 0.27"
– τ0 = 7.9 msec
– ‹PWV› = 250 µm
– Tsky = 230 K
• Instrument
– Baseline: 4 to 30 m
– 1 m telescopes
– L band (3.1 – 4.1 µm)
– Tip-tilt + piston control
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Sensitivity vs. baseline
• Four representative 
targets




















































































































K0V ‐ 5pc G5V ‐ 10pc G0V ‐ 20pc G0V ‐ 30pc
GENIE UTs GENIE ATs ALADDIN
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Integr. time / telescope diam.
• No large improvement
– 30min integration on 1m telescopes is appropriate
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The ALADDIN catalogue
• 157 solar-like stars d < 30 pc, dec < −15º (Maldonado/Eiroa)
• Selection criteria:
– sensitivity limit for a G0V@30pc (Kmag <5.5)
– Class V, IV-V / no binary




– 30 min/target ? 3.3 days!
– Overheads + calibration = 
2h / target ? 15 days




– < 3 months of operation 
(1 obs/target)
• Includes 50% technical down time
– Expect 3 obs/target in 1-2 winters
• Summer
– 1h/day in “free atmosphere”
– Sensitivity decreased by 30% only (background)
• Core Mission completed within one/two winter(s)
• Summer conditions for validation and tuning
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Data flow / handling
• Data flow from existing instruments with similar concept
– VLTI / MIDI: 20 Gb/night
– Keck Nuller: 30 Gb/night
– ALADDIN: estimate of 3 Gb/h = 2 Tb/month full time
• Type of data
– Technical: telescopes, OPD loop, alignment...
– Scientific: detector frames
– Pre-processed data for quick health-checks
• Concordia transfer capability: few Mb/day
– Storage & computation: few Tb disks @ Concordia
– Need for on-site quality checks and data pre-processing
• ex: KIN ‘quicklook’ processing ? reduces to 20 Kb/night
• possible remote assessment from subset of data
• data quality monitoring on site and real-time optimisation
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• Proposed ALADDIN design reaches 50 zodi
• 1-m telescopes at Dome C better than 8-m 
telescopes at Paranal
50 zodi
Keck nuller
LBTI?
